


Fingabol, 
the new board game!
Targeted at a public looking for friendliness and 
sharing, Fingabol gathers all generation of players. 

Super easy to handdle
There is nothing simpler than playing at Fingabol. 
Use your finger to score goals by mastering
accuracy and power



From ball to bol… 
The ball is a bi-material token (aluminium & 
plastic) with a unique design called « Bol ». You will
have to slide it across the field through the 22 
players, also using inside frames as contact 
bounces. With some practice it will obey your
every move!



Born in Brasil… made in 
France
Born in Brasil, made in France
Originally « Futebol de prego » or « futebol de pino
», a popular game found in Brazil and mostly hand 
crafted, Fingabol keeps its spirit but revisits entirely
its conception with robust and noble materials: 
solid lacquered sustainable wood, custom-made 
stainless steel parts, recyclable packaging… entirely
manufactured in France and manually assembled
in our atelier in Paris. A high-end manufacture that
provides not only a beautiful object, both timeless
and appealing, but also a really fun game!



Here & now… 
This is the true spirit of Fingabol!
Fingabol provides everyone a brand new 
entertainment experience and an immediate
pleasure. You will enjoy this game a a present
moment, here and now (« aqui e agora ») as the 
famous Brazilian dictum says. 



Brand Fingabol
Fingabol is not just a game, it is a state of mind. Fun 
and casual it is fitting today’s need for urban
entertainement. 

Limited edition
« Playground »
Our first collection pays a tribute to Rio de Janeiro, 
a city where football is played passionately around
every corner. From the surroundings of Maracanã
stadium to the beaches of Ipanema and the streets
of Santa Teresa,  whether green, blue or grey, all 
roads lead to Fingabol!

500 products for sale on : 

fingabol.com
Works without battery, blue tooth nor wi-fi, 

Fingabol only requires one source of energy, yours!


